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A2iA Signs New Deal with Healthcare BPO to Automatically Classify Incoming 

Medical Charts, Including Those Written in a Providers’ Handwriting 

 
NEW YORK, July 9, 2012 – A2iA (@A2iA), the worldwide leading developer for cursive 

handwriting and machine-printed text recognition, and intelligent document classification software, 

announced today that A2iA DocumentReader™ has been selected by a service bureau (BPO) 

operating in the healthcare space and will displace another, underperforming technology.   

 

According to the deal, the customer plans to integrate A2iA DocumentReader to automatically 

classify more than 17,000 incoming medical documents each day.  With more than 15 different 

document categories, the mixed workflow contains both machine printed data and physicians’ / 

nurses’ cursive handwriting from patient charts, clinical documentation, laboratory results and 

administrative / insurance documents generated by various units from within the providers’ facility.  

 

A2iA DocumentReader is an award-winning data extraction and document classification toolkit that 

leaves room for customization and helps make even cursive handwriting searchable and reportable.  

Without the use of any third-party technology, it is fully integratable into a wide array of healthcare 

applications, including those for Computer Assisted Coding (CAC), Electronic Medical Records 

(EMR), Explanation of Benefits (EOB) and Claims.  By addressing the hybrid workflow, A2iA 

DocumentReader delivers access to more usable data – including unstructured information and 

cursive handwriting that other seemingly similar engines cannot process.   

 

About A2iA 

A2iA, Artificial Intelligence and Image Analysis (www.a2ia.com), is the worldwide leading 

developer of handwritten and machine printed text recognition, information extraction and 

intelligent document classification toolkits. By enhancing solutions from systems integrators and 

independent software vendors, A2iA allows complex and cursive data from all forms, documents 

and checks including unstructured handwritten letters, to become part of a structured database, 

making it searchable and reportable, with the same level of flexibility of printed or digital data. 

Proven to reduce costs and nearly eliminate data-entry and manual document processing, A2iA has 

been improving business process automation and delivering a visible ROI for over 20 years.  For 

more information, visit www.a2ia.com or call +1 917-237-0390 within the Americas, or +33 1 44 

42 00 80 within EMEA or Asia.  
 

### 

 

A2iA DocumentReader™ is a trademark of A2iA Corporation. 
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